Reactions to Brexit on Flickr: a multimodal content analysis

On 23 June 2016, Britain voted to leave the European Union, which lead to the greatest political crisis since World War Two, also known as the Brexit (White 2016). In this context, our research question is the following: After the Brexit announcement, what were the images which citizens posted on social media to share their feelings and opinions? Our corpus is based on images posted and shared in different European languages (English, French, Italian, German and Spanish). With such an international corpus, we seek to identify possible differences between national practices, in order to analyse the different approaches to European identity, intensified in such political watershed moments.

Methodology

We aim to analyse over 5000 messages posted on Flickr between 23.06.06 and 23.07.16, that contain images, gathered under the international hashtag #brexit. We decided not to use hashtags such as #UKIP or #LeaveEU, as they are mostly exclusively used in Great Britain. We will focus on tweets posted by lambda civilians and have, as such, decided to exclude tweets by experts, journalists or politicians.

Our work is a content analysis based on a grounded theory approach. We aim to classify the images into three types of categories: Firstly, we will see how our dataset responds to the claims developed during the campaign. Stevens and Banducci (in Jackson 2016: 22) identified two claims made by the Leave and Remain camps during the campaign. “First, there were arguments that reflected fundamental values and revealed differences in visions for the UK. These were about regaining sovereignty or maintaining a shared destiny and security within Europe. A second type of claim rested on dystopian visions of remaining (unbridled immigration for the Leave side) or leaving (economic devastation by the Remain side).”

Secondly, beyond the topic of the post as such, we aim to frame the dataset according to two frames that reflect the tone of the post:
- Which performative functions are fulfilled by the post? Fact, opinion, and/or emotion? (Seo 2014)
- Are the posts embedded in personal stories or not? (Papacharissi 2015)

Thirdly, additional categories will undoubtedly emerge from the corpus, as this study is merely exploratory for the most part. One hypothesis that we would like to verify is whether these shared images show an approach to European identity that is based on nation states, in which national points of view are up against each other, or on Europe as a collective community, beyond national stances.

Multimodality is a key concept in our work (Jewitt 2014, Rose 2016): the images will not be considered as separate entities but as part of posts, which means that the comments that accompany the images will be analysed with discourse analysis tools. Our research will be qualitative and manual, without automatic image annotations.
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